Smart,
functional
and playful
furniture and
accessories
that make
life fun
and easy.

Yvé - literally, from Spanish, “and go”, is a brand
that does not use the conventional subdivision
into categories typical of a furnishing company,
instead it emphasizes the idea on top the product.
Familiar objects, which belong to our everyday life,
that have a smart and playful character that allows
them to live in modern and desirable environments.
As an example, My Little Office, a compact working
space whose blackboard, made out of cork panels,
takes us back to our childhood. Or our Yvé Bathroom
with its innovative concept —awarded with the
German design awards on 2020— that is delivered
with all the necessary components to be installed
without the need of specialized technicians.
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1. Solar table, chrome; Yvé Vanity - Pack floor/white
2. Yvé Vanity - Pack wall/mocha wood; 3. Yvé Vanity - Pack floor/natural wood

4. Yvé Vanity - Pack wall/mocha wood
5. Solar table, white
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6. Uptown & Downtown, My Little Office, Oh! table beige; 7. Uptown & Downtown
8. My Little Office; 9. Fogg stool/H74 blue; Fogg stool/H64 beige

10. Oh! table/beige; Oh! table/bordeaux; Auda table/beige
11. Fogg stool/H45 light gray; Fogg stool/H64 dark gray; 12. Auda table/black
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We produce locally, therefore, the choice of skilled
and wise suppliers who treat noble materials with
the care that only history teaches.
Our expert manufacturers guarantee the quality of
every single product, in fact, each piece is created
ad-hoc and that is why we manufacture our products
with a sartorial care and with the utmost attention
given to the individual customer.
Our creative office, which coordinate all aspects
relating to the conception and production of our
products, are in Madrid, Spain, where the company’s
registered office is also located.
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For bespoke orders Yvé also offers the possibility
of choosing different colors or materials from
the standards proposed in the catalog as an
example in the Bathroom Collection you can
customize the width and the finish.
We are able to satisfy the particular needs
of our clients and we can work in an open range
of personalizations and finishes.
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Yvé focuses on sustainability and quatily by developing
long-lasting products that minimise our environmental impact. We optimise
the use of sustainable materials such as recycled materials, FSC-certified
wood and water-based lacquer,
with a growing number of eco-certified products.
We have strict regulatory requirements, and the majority
of our products are tested to comply with international standards for
strength, durability and safety.
We produce locally and we adhere to EU environmental standards and
industry certifications, which are some of the most robust in the world.
We work with local manufacturers and craft people to ensure that both
the highest environmental and social standards are adhered to
throughout our supply chain.
We are cerfied by the AIDIMME technological institute
with the UNE-EN 13501-1: 2007+A1: 2010 certification,
using water-based coatings that emit very fewer pollutants, which
makes us much more environmentally friendly, contributing to a
healthier working environment and better indoor climate. Furthermore,
water-based lacquer is often more durable than PU lacquer, so your
wooden furniture can have a longer lifetime too.
In the pursuit of an environmentally friendly packing.
All Yvé cardboard packaging is made with recycled materials.
We are certified UNE-EN-ISO 9000, and we follow their quality Manual.

USE OF WOOD
FROM
SUSTAINABLY
MANAGED FORESTS

ECOLOGICAL
UPHOLSTERY
WITHOUT
PBB & PBDE

FOAMS FIRE
RETARDANT &
FREE OF TOXIC
SUBSTANCES

FORMALDEHYDE
FREE
PRODUCTS

HEXAVALENT
CHROMIUM-FREE
FINISHES

PROCESSES
WITH LOW
WATER
CONSUMPTION

RECYCLABILE
MATERIALS AND
PACKAGING
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Yvé Collection is a project by Javier López.
Javier was born in Madrid and trained as a designer.
After several years of work experience in Italy
where he collaborated with some of the best
design studios and companies in the field,
he decided to create his own brand with
his own particular vision.
He was nominated for the Compasso d'Oro in 2013
with his first professional project and in 2019 won
the German Design Award and the Iconic Design
Award with his design for the Yvé Bathroom.

REGISTERED OFFICE
Calle Alfonso XII nº 20,
piso 1° 28014, Madrid, Spain
HEADQUARTERS
Av. M-40, 17, 1.º 66 28925,
Alcorcón, Madrid, Spain

info@yvecollection.com
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